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Mission des RCRPP
Les RCRPP ont pour mission de créer des connaissances et d’orienter
le dialogue et le débat publics sur des questions économiques et
sociales qui ont une importance déterminante pour le bien-être de
tous les Canadiens. L’objectif visé est de faire du Canada une
société plus humanitaire, plus juste et plus prospère.
Les RCRPP ont pour caractéristique distinctive d’être en mesure d’aider
les décideurs et les citoyens à s’interroger sur les idées, les valeurs, les
cadres de référence, les politiques, les programmes et les « façons de
faire » qui permettront au pays de s’adapter aux transformations
économiques et sociales qu’il subit.
Les RCRPP prônent l’intégration dans un monde de plus en plus
fragmenté en fonction des disciplines, des instances gouvernementales,
de la langue et de la culture. L’organisme a mis au point une capacité
unique d’apprentissage partagé, qui influence la façon dont la recherche
est entreprise et la manière dont les résultats sont communiqués. Les
RCRPP forment un milieu neutre, à l’intérieur duquel des groupes
diversifiés de personnes peuvent se rencontrer pour réfléchir, collaborer
et faire valoir leurs différences afin d’arriver à une meilleure compréhension et de trouver des terrains d’entente.
Les dirigeants des RCRPP s’emploient à élaborer des propositions
constructives, fondées sur des analyses solides et une compréhension
pratique de ce qui peut être accompli dans un monde imparfait.
Les RCRPP sont indépendants. Il s’agit d’une entité à but non lucratif
possédant le statut d’organisme de bienfaisance. Son financement
provient de sources diversifiées – gouvernement fédéral, municipalités,
provinces, fondations et entreprises. Cette diversité fait en sorte
qu’aucune voix unique ne domine dans le processus de recherche.
Le conseil d’administration est responsable de la bonne gestion de
ces ressources.
Les RCRPP sont économiquement efficaces. Les projets sont ambitieux
dans leur portée, mais les coûts et les risques sont répartis entre
plusieurs bailleurs de fonds. Les frais généraux sont réduits au minimum et les délais de démarrage des projets sont raccourcis puisque
l’organisme attire des spécialistes des universités, des instituts de
recherche et d’autres organisations. De nombreuses personnes
acceptent de participer bénévolement à la régie interne de l’organisme
et au processus de recherche.
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CPRN is cost-effective. Projects are ambitious in their scope,
but costs and risks are spread across a number of funders.
Overheads are minimized and start-up times are shortened
by attracting expertise from universities, think tanks and
other organizations. Dozens of people volunteer their time
to participate in the governance and the research process.
CPRN is independent. It is a non-profit organization with
charitable status. It acquires its funding from diverse sources
– federal, municipal, provincial governments, foundations
and corporations. This diversity ensures that no single
voice dominates the research. The Board of Directors
ensures good stewardship of these resources.
CPRN’s leaders are dedicated to generating constructive
suggestions, based on strong analysis and a pragmatic
understanding of what is possible in an imperfect world.
CPRN fosters integration in a world that is increasingly
fragmented by discipline, jurisdiction, language and culture.
It has unique process skills for shared learning, which shape
the way research is performed and the way the results are
communicated. It is a neutral space, where diverse groups
of people can reflect, collaborate, and struggle with their
differences in order to arrive at new understandings and to
identify common ground.
CPRN’s trademark is its ability to help policy-makers and
citizens debate the beliefs, values, frameworks, policies,
programs, and “ways of doing” that will help the country to
cope with social and economic transformation.
Our mission is to create knowledge and lead public dialogue
and debate on social and economic issues important to the
well-being of all Canadians. Our goal is to help make
Canada a more just, prosperous and caring society.

CPRN Mission
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
based on trust. Thus, when trust in our public institutions
erodes, so do our feelings of security, both at a national
and community level.
EKOS Research Associates Inc. has reported that in the
United States, concern for personal security is now the third
most important issue for individual Americans.1 That worry
has manifested itself through an increase in gated communities and privately funded schools, and an expanding gap
between the public and private health care systems.

Sharon Manson Singer, President

Security
Since 9/11, security has become the word of the day. We read
and hear it constantly in the media, and it is now part of the
daily political lexicon. We are told Canadian troops are in
Afghanistan to protect our security here at home. We cannot
take certain things with us on airplanes because of security
concerns. School entrance doors are kept locked and visitors
must check in at the office because of concerns about student
security. Companies doing on-line business promise security
for our credit card number and other personal information
when we make a purchase via the Internet.
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It is a powerful word, conjuring up feelings of safety, protection, reassurance and freedom from doubt, anxiety and fear.
Security is inexorably linked to a question of trust. Without
trust it would be hard to function in our world. We trust
the water will be drinkable when we turn on the tap. We
trust that the education system will equip our children
with the skills they will need to succeed in life. We trust
the police to keep our communities safe. Everyday life is
permeated with a thousand actions and reactions, all
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That same EKOS data reports that, while not as high on
our list of worries, Canadians have similar concerns about
personal security. How we as citizens respond to that fear will
determine what kind of Canada will evolve in the coming
years. We can either follow the American model of private
response to risk mitigation, or continue the Canadian
tradition: a shared and collective response to build a secure
society for all Canadians.
When framing the debate about a secure society, we need a
broader definition of national security that encompasses more
than defence or border issues. Canadian security policy has
multiple facets, and is the responsibility of government at all
levels to address the issues at personal, family and societal levels.
At CPRN, a good part of our work focuses on economic
security which means a robust economy that produces jobs
that support families. In Canada, we have too many vulnerable workers locked into low-wage jobs without adequate
income, without insurance for prescriptions or dental needs,
and without income interruption protection. Less than half
of all workers in Canada qualify for Employment Insurance
(EI) benefits. This key security policy, which ensures
Canadian workers are protected against loss of income, has
been substantially eroded by a variety of factors including

the changing nature of work – more part-time, less full-time –
and changes in eligibility rules that have substantively
reduced access to the program. For those protected by the
EI program, access to income support and job retraining is
available. However, for those in the workforce who do not
qualify for EI, it is very difficult to find second chances to
learn new skills and upgrade to a new and better job.

“Your contributions are many, from being a
sounding board for program ideas to speaking
eloquently about the theoretical underpinnings
to citizen and community engagement.”
– Agency President

What about those who are mired in the insecurity of
low-wage jobs? When more than half of all workers lack
adequate literacy skills, Canada’s economy loses value as
its workforce cannot compete in the knowledge economy.2
For a country facing a labour shortage that is cutting into
its ability to compete in a global market, our attitudes
need to change. We need to ensure that everyone is able
to realize their potential to contribute to the economy and
their communities. We need to build bridges for workers shut
out of good jobs because of their colour, age or disability.
Canada, in order to secure its place in world markets, needs
a world-class approach to integrating immigrants into the
economy; ensuring that persons with disabilities have
meaningful access to jobs; and that our young adults are
not abandoned in low-wage service sector jobs where they
cannot afford to start a family.
Families too, are showing the strain of the lack of security.
The Canadian birth rate of 1.5 children per family is at

Senior Management, from left to right, back row: Judith Maxwell,
Al MacKay, Jennifer Fry, Sharon Manson Singer, Mary Pat MacKinnon.
Front row: Tom McInstosh, Ron Saunders and David Hay.

an all-time low, and far below the replacement level of
2.1 children per family needed to ensure economic growth.
When asked, most families say that the ideal number of
children they would like to have is three or four, but never
move beyond one child or two. Even then, two incomes are
usually required for the family to meet all its needs.
Our country is far behind other OECD countries in facing
this demographic deficit. Our understanding of what works
overall in family policy to support families in order to raise
healthy and productive citizens for the next generation is
lacking.3 Although Quebec has had modest success with its
unique set of pro-family policies to support parents to have
more children,4 there is still no agreement on the right array
of family supports. The patchwork quilt of family policies
that exists today is a poor security blanket for the majority
of Canadian families.
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CPRN’s public dialogue work has found that in order to
build and sustain trust and faith in our communities, citizens
need to be involved. Increasingly, Canadians are challenging
the notion that government has all the answers. Canadians
have told us that they want direct connection to their
government.5 In particular, young Canadians want government
to engage directly with them in order to build their trust
and demonstrate accountability.6 Civic engagement at the
community level is important for a number of reasons.
Working together to solve local issues builds skills in
collaboration, networks among neighbours and fosters
accountability between citizens and their government, all
of which are essential for a healthy democracy.
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Our health care system is another key strand of security in
Canadian society, but it is straining and losing its resiliency.
As federal and provincial governments continue to engage in
jurisdictional tugs-of-war over care guarantees, our population
is ageing and there will be the inevitable concomitant
utilization of health care resources. Both urban and rural
Canadians are concerned about their ability to access a range
of needed health services and service providers. Access to the
health care system is much more than wait times for a
small number of surgical procedures. Investment in human
resources for health care and a redeployment of current
workers to take on more active and senior roles in the health
care system can help bridge the gap between the labour
shortage we are currently experiencing and what is sure to
become an even greater labour deficiency in the future.
Where we live and how we relate to our neighbours are
essential elements of the trust equation that builds security in
our society as a whole. Independent surveys, such as that done
by Mercer International Consulting, regularly place Canadian
cities in the top rankings in terms of quality of life. But there
are occasions when that confidence in the security of our
communities is shaken by some senseless act of violence, such
as the shooting at the Montreal CEGEP this past fall.
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“I believe youths are ignored by our so-called
political leaders and yet their world is
being shaped by decisions and actions by
today’s adults.”
– Head of Foundation

What then must we do to create a security agenda for Canada?
Access for all to lifelong learning opportunities, including
quality post-secondary institutions and apprenticeship
programs, is a first step, so when particular skills are required
in the labour market, Canadian workers can respond by
enhancing their own capacity and ensuring that Canada
stays productive.
Increased resources for adult literacy and training programs
will help the nine million people currently working in
Canada with sub-par literacy skills move to a higher level.
Investments in those working at the lower end of the wage
and skill tiers can and do have a huge multiplier effect on
productivity. Employers should be encouraged to increase

their expenditure on employee training – currently Canada
ranks well below many other OECD countries.7 We can
and should do better.
Let us make it easier for Canadians to move where the work is.
British Columbia and Alberta have taken the lead in removing
interprovincial barriers to trade by wiping out differences in
educational curriculum, erasing wait times to get health care
coverage when workers move to another province, and
standardizing credentials for trades and professionals. If
the European Union nations can collaborate to achieve
these goals, there is no reason why Canadian provinces cannot
make it work.
We need an overarching family policy that supports all types
of families by ensuring adequate supports are there both for
working parents and those who choose to stay at home.
Every family should be able to earn an adequate income
through jobs that pay a decent wage. An increase in the
National Child Benefit to $5,000 per child will help the
lowest income earners cope with the challenge of adequately
providing for their children.
Our health care system focuses far too much of its resources
on the disease care system and unfairly places a burden on
caregivers. In the same way we can build a system of policies
to support families, let us also build a support system that recognizes the ever-growing need for more caregivers. We must
also dismantle the barriers that stand in the way of health
care workers moving freely from province to province by
creating a uniform accreditation process for Canada.
Canadians pride themselves on being decent and compassionate people, yet we find ourselves flummoxed by demands to
demonstrate tolerance in an increasingly diverse society. We
rely on immigration to fuel our economic growth and while
respected around the world for our models for integrating
new immigrants into Canada, our challenge in the coming
years is to avoid creating zones of exclusion and poverty that

leave both the new immigrant and the bordering neighbourhoods insecure. We have a wealth of global experience that
can propel us to new markets and sustain our communities
at home as long as we manage our diversity experience through
shared understanding of our differences and similarities.
Secure, vibrant and inclusive communities are dependent upon
an engaged citizenship model and a renewed democracy.
Canadian citizens want a closer relationship with their
governments and meaningful opportunities to share in the
governance of Canada. The Canada we want is strong and
secure because it looks to all of its citizens to participate,
contribute, and be supported in doing so.
I was fortunate enough to have done my doctoral work at
Brandeis University, named after the famous United States
Supreme Court Justice Louis Dembitz Brandeis who once
wrote that “the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people.”
For Canada to be a secure nation, and for Canadians to be
able to benefit from all that this great country has to offer,
each of us has a responsibility to become involved, be it on
a large stage or in a small neighbourhood group.
CPRN too has its role to play and as my first year at CPRN
draws to a close, I am reminded each day of the value of the
work of our team in helping Canadians be informed about
the social policy issues that are so important to our security
in the broadest sense of the word.
To our funders, our stakeholders, and those who use and
benefit from our research, thank you for your continued
support.

Sharon Manson Singer, Ph. D.
President
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Notes
Postscript

The theme of this Annual Report essay was chosen long
before the events of September 25, 2006 when security
took on a new meaning for CPRN. We learned that the
Government of Canada was cancelling our grant agreement
which it had approved only five months before. It means
that the commitment to provide CPRN with $3 million
per year in core funding has ended. CPRN will survive
this setback, albeit in a reduced capacity, and continue
to serve Canadians as we have done for the last 12 years.
While we are grappling with our current financial
situation, we are looking at ways of strengthening our
base so that we have a secure future. Please go to
www.cprn.org/en/support.cfm to find out how you can
contribute to CPRN’s long-term security.
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Karen Myers and Patrice de Broucker. 2006. Too Many
Left Behind: Canada’s Adult Education and Training
System. www.cprn.org
Judi Varga-Toth. 2005. A Healthy Balance: A Summary
Report on a National Roundtable on Caregiving Policy in
Canada. www.cprn.org
Caroline Beauvais and Pascal Dufour. 2003. Articulation
travail-famille : Le contre-exemple des pays dits « libéraux » ?
www.cprn.org
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EKOS Research Associates Inc. The Security Monitor

2005-6 Study.

François-Pierre Gauvin and Julia Abelson, in collaboration
with Mary Pat MacKinnon and Judy Watling. 2006.
Primer on Public Involvement. www.cprn.org
CPRN. 2006. Towards an Action Plan for Canada: Our
Vision, Values and Actions. www.cprn.org
Myers and de Broucker. Ibid.

WHY SECURITY?
Security has become the mantra for most governments in
the years following September 11th. We tighten access to
airports, airplanes and ports; we tighten our borders; we
increase our police and military forces; and we send more
women and men overseas to fight a distant war. It is a preoccupation for lawmakers. It is also a major draw on the
public purse.
At the same time, many elements that contribute to
Canadians’ prosperity, quality of life and sense of inclusion
are becoming more insecure. Getting and keeping a good
job in today’s workforce is more of a challenge, even while
some employers are begging for workers. Many Canadians
cannot find a family doctor or access needed health services.
Many immigrants and youth cannot make the full civic and
economic contribution to the Canada they want and that
other Canadians enjoy.
Canada has a delicately balanced social and economic
systems that need much work to be secure. They are
fragile organisms that require new, innovative and courageous
social policy to revive them and help them flourish.
Security of health, work and family are the basics of life.
And they are at the very root of CPRN’s work.
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW
It has been a year of roller coaster changes for CPRN.
We have a new President and a new federal government.
We have seen the renewal and subsequent cancellation of
our federal grant. We have also witnessed a rapidly shifting
social environment and adjusted our research agenda
accordingly. These developments have kept the organization
more than occupied.
It has also been a year of unprecedented productivity, with a
record number of major research publications, and further
growth in our networks of associates and collaborators, and
those who make use of our work. For the first time, more than
1,000,000 visitors came to our Web site, placing CPRN in the
forefront of policy research organizations in this respect. They
continue to download our publications in record numbers.
This Annual Report presents details of the past year’s
accomplishments. The research network pages present the
year’s highlights and a glimpse of research to come. The
current section describes activities that help make it all
possible, the support function, the dissemination of our
research and efforts to foster public discourse around the
results and their implications for public policy.

2006 – CPRN

Supporting Our Research
Managing a successful leadership transition is one of the
most important challenges an organization faces as it grows
and evolves. With the planned retirement of founding
President Judith Maxwell at the end of December 2005, the
administrative resources of CPRN were marshalled to support
the Board of Directors as it carried out its fiduciary responsibility of encouraging applicants, interviewing candidates
and selecting a new President. The Selection Committee,
led by Board Chair Arthur Kroeger, was comprised of Board
members Allan C. Shaw, Robert D. Brown and Gordon

Al MacKay, Vice-President, Operations
Betcherman, with CPRN staff represented by Mary Pat
MacKinnon, Director, Public Involvement Network and
Al MacKay, Vice-President, Operations.
Applications were received during late fall 2005, candidate
interviews were conducted early in December, and on
December 24th, Chairman Arthur Kroeger announced to
the staff that Dr. Sharon Manson Singer of Victoria would
assume the Presidency of CPRN effective February 1, 2006.
The other major administrative focus for 2005-06 was
working with Social Development Canada to finalize the
terms and conditions of CPRN’s new grant. Discussions
with departmental officials took place over the fall and
winter months and, at the end of April 2006, the Named
Grant Agreement was signed by Minister Diane Finley and
CPRN. The commitment from the federal government was
to provide funding of $3 million a year for four years, as of
April 1, 2006. However, within five months the government
had reversed its decision and the funding for CPRN was
among the one billion dollars in cuts announced by the

CPRN Events and Publications for the Period July 2005-06
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July 8, 2005

New Approaches in Achieving Compliance with Statutory
Employment Standards, Ron Saunders, Patrice Dutil

July 12, 2005
CAPC/CPNP JMI as a Model for FPT
Collaboration Roundtable

Treasury Board on September 25, 2006. The funds were to
have been used to fulfill the government’s objective of
ensuring that CPRN would continue to be a catalyst in the
field of public policy debate and research, as well as allowing
it to expand its outreach and dissemination activities. While
CPRN is committed to continue producing high quality
research and doing business with government at all levels,
making its work broadly available to the public at no charge,
and providing a valuable neutral space for informed public
discourse on important issues affecting all Canadians, the
funding cutback by the federal government will have an
impact on our scope of operations.

“Endeavours such as the November 2005 CPRN
National Youth Dialogue and Summit and its
research outputs are important in fostering public
discussion on the subject of youth engagement and
in examining how policy-makers can benefit from
consultation exercises with both youth and
Canadians in general.”
– Member of Parliament

CPRN seeks to ensure the widest public access to our research
and other publications. We make a point of providing all our
publications free on the Web. This strategy has paid off by
extending our reach and influence.
In the past year, CPRN published a record 42 research papers,
more than 65 presentations, commentaries and opinion pieces,
a number of policy briefs, regular weekly, monthly and
quarterly newsletters and research highlights. As of the end of
June 2006, the number of discrete visitors to www.cprn.org is

The Taming of the Queue II: Wait Times Measurement, Monitoring
and Management – Colloquium Report, Tom McIntosh

up 83 percent over last year to 1,242,000 a year. Downloads
of CPRN publications are at an all-time high, topping
1,492,000, up 32 percent over a year ago. Visits to our Web
site on workplace indicators, JobQuality.ca, are also on the
rise, hitting 177,000 for the past 12 months, up almost 30
percent over the previous year.
We now have 139 publications registering 5,000 downloads
or more, and 81 over 10,000.

Communicating Our Work

July 15, 2005

Jennifer Fry, Director, Public Affairs

“I gave a presentation and referenced two pieces
of work by CPRN – I will definitely
continue to support your work.”

August 19, 2005

NetworkNews, Number 30

– University Professor

September 2, 2005

One Cheer for Labour Day, Ron Saunders,
Patrice Dutil
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year, CPRN people took part in more than 15 such events,
involving more than 535 individuals, representing governments, the private and voluntary sectors, the academic
community and the Canadian public. These events often
give birth to new “virtual” networks around issues of
common concern. Building those networks is an important
CPRN goal and a distinguishing characteristic of our
approach to research.

President’s Office, from left to right: Margaret Miedema,
Sharon Manson Singer and Sylvie Charron.
Who are our visitors? They are federal, provincial and
municipal policy-makers, first and foremost, with academics
and representatives of non-governmental organizations not
far behind. The rest are from research institutes, members
of unions, students and the general public. They come from
all regions of the country, while a significant number come
to us from abroad.

Our weekly electronic newsletter, e-network, our quarterly
newsletter, NetworkNews, and sub-sites like the Work
Network’s JobQuality.ca and the Family Network’s Diversity
Gateway, keep thousands of subscribers from Canada and
abroad up-to-date on our latest publications, research initiatives and other CPRN activities.
Reaching the wider public through coverage in the mass media
is also a priority. Over the past year, CPRN’s researchers,
directors and president appeared on radio, television and
in print on more than 500 occasions, in interviews, news
reports, features, panels, columns, editorials and opinion pages,
in both small towns and larger centres from coast-to-coast
to coast. In this way we reach a cumulative audience in
the tens of millions.

“I value my weekly CRPN e-mails, and have a few
gigabytes worth of your research papers and I know
they will prove invaluable both now and in the
weeks and months to come.”

Visits and Downloads - CPRN Web Site 2001-2006
2100
1800

– E-network Subscriber

Visits
Downloads

(000s)

1500
1200
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900

The roundtables, conferences and briefings frequented by
CPRN researchers and directors are also important in
disseminating research results. These intense opportunities
for exchange influence and enrich our work, just as they in
turn influence the policies and practice of others. In the past
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September 3, 2005

No Big Bang, But Wait Times Are Improving, Tom McIntosh
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September 9, 2005
Centre for Excellence and CPRN Roundtable on Supporting
Children with Special Needs, Thunder Bay, ON

The relative importance of traditional journalistic outlets is
declining in tandem with the growing significance of Webbased information sources. An increasing share of CPRN’s
dissemination takes place through electronic networks.
Naturally, we will be taking further steps to increase the
interactivity of our Web site and to develop and strengthen
relationships through that medium.

Saying Hello and Goodbye
CPRN has a new leader this year – and a fresh perspective
from the west coast. Sharon Manson Singer comes to
us from British Columbia where she served as Deputy
Minister in several British Columbia ministries. And while
Judith Maxwell – the founder of CPRN – has left the helm,
she remains as Research Fellow and still serves as a tireless
ambassador for the organization.
Our Board of Directors grew by one – Janet M. Riopel
of Edmonton is President and CEO of TREYL
Communications Inc.

Finance and Administration, from left to right, back row:
Al MacKay. Front row: Sue Horsley, Lee Macpherson, Joanne
Shields and Cheri Stewart.

The Health Network gained Patrick Fafard as Research
Fellow – he is with us on an interchange assignment from
the Privy Council Office. Eva Lazar returned to the public
service, leaving the Family Network for Citizenship and
Immigration Canada, while the Network welcomed
Emily Hines as Researcher. Sonia Pitre joined the Public
Involvement Network as Researcher, as Nandini Saxena left
to return to her studies.
Peter Puxley has retired as Director of Public Affairs – he is
replaced by Jennifer Fry, a former Parliamentary Journalist with
CBC Radio. Sylvie Charron has joined CPRN as Executive
Assistant to the President, replacing Denise Séguin who has
retired along with Administrative Assistant Pauline Bourque.
Andrew Robitaille joined CPRN as Helpdesk Technician,
replacing Joel Francis.

September 13, 2005
Vulnerable Workers Roundtable

Public Affairs and Informatics, from left to right, back row:
Gisèle Lacelle, Jennifer Fry. Front row: Andrew Robitaille and

Kurt Helgoth.

September 26, 2005
Roundtable on Healthy Balance

– Caregiving Policy in Canada

September 28, 2005

Trends in Public Consultation in Canada,
CPRN/Ascentum
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Administrative Staff
Operations

Al MacKay, Vice-President
Development

Margaret Miedema, Fundraising Coordinator
Public Affairs

Jennifer Fry, Director
Gisèle Lacelle, Coordinator, Publications and
Conference Services
President’s Office
Sylvie Charron, Executive Assistant to the President
Finance and Administration

Iouliia Evitchenko, Financial Controller
Lee Macpherson, Financial Assistant
Cheri Stewart, Human Resources Manager
Sue Horsley, Human Resources Assistant

Farewell ceremony for Judith Maxwell, from left to right:
David Dodge, Judith Maxwell, Margaret Biggs and

Roy Romanow.

Informatics

2006 – CPRN

Kurt Helgoth, Systems Administrator
Andrew Robitaille, Helpdesk
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September 30, 2005

Assessing the CAPC/CPNP Joint Management Infrastructure as a
Model for FPT Collaboration, David Hay, Brian Bell,

Judi Varga-Toth, Tatyana Teplova

October 12, 2005

NetworkNews, Number 31

October 14, 2005

Without a Paddle: What to do About Canada’s
Young Drop-outs, Patrice de Broucker

TOP DOWNLOADS FROM THE CPRN WEB SITE, BY NETWORK | NOVEMBER 2000 - JUNE 2006
Title/Author
Sustainability, Annual Report 2003-2004
Nurses and Their Workplaces: The Policy Drivers Matter, presentation by Judith Maxwell
Reflexion – Toward a Common Citizenship: Canada’s Social and Economic Choices, Judith Maxwell
Social Investment: Makes the Difference in Quality of Life, presentation by Judith Maxwell

CORPORATE

Efficiency, Annual Report 2001-2002

Transformation, Annual Report 1999-2000
Measuring the Quality of Post-secondary Education: Concepts, Current Practices and a Strategic Plan,

Ross Finnie and Alex Usher

Labour Force Ageing and Skill Shortages in Canada and Ontario,

Work-Life Balance in the New Millennium: Where Are We? Where Do We Need to Go?

WORK

Julie Ann McMullin and Martin Cooke with Rob Downie

Healthy Workplace Strategies: Creating Change and Achieving Results, Graham Lowe
Linda Duxbury and Chris Higgins

Too Many Left Behind: Canada’s Adult Education and Training System, Karen Myers and Patrice de Broucker
Non-standard Work and Economic Vulnerability, Richard Chaykowski
Data, Data, Everywhere…: Improving Access to Population Health and Health Services Research Data in Canada,
Charlyn Black, Kimberlyn McGrail, Cathy Fooks, Patricia Baranek, and Lisa Maslove

Engaging Citizens: One Route to Health Care Accountability, Julia Abelson and François-Pierre Gauvin
Rhetoric, Fallacy or Dream? Examining the Accountability of Canadian Health Care to Citizens,

Cathy Fooks and Lisa Maslove

HEALTH

Accountability in Health Care and Legal Approaches, Nola Ries and Timothy Caulfield

Public Reporting of Performance Measures in Health Care, Kathleen Morris and Jennifer Zelmer

Fostering Canadians’ Role in Public Policy: A Strategy for Institutionalizing Public Involvement in Policy,
Lori Turnbull and Peter Aucoin

Quality of Life in Canada: A Citizens’ Report Card – Background Report, Joseph Michalski
Assessing the Impacts of Public Participation: Concepts, Evidence and Policy Implications,
Julia Abelson and François-Pierre Gauvin

Towards an Action Plan for Canada: Our Vision, Values and Actions, CPRN
Public Dialogue and Other Tools for Citizen Engagement, presentation by Mary Pat MacKinnon

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

Mapping Legislative Accountabiltiies, Susan V. Zimmerman

Indicators of Quality of Life in Canada: A Citizens’ Prototype, Sandra Zagon

Canada’s New Social Risks: Directions for a New Social Architecture, Jane Jenson
What’s Fair? Ethical Decision-making in an Aging Society, Nuala Kenny
Lessons from Abroad: Towards a New Social Model for Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples,

FAMILY

Housing Is Good Social Policy, Tom Carter and Chesya Polevychok
Urgent Need, Serious Opportunity: Towards a New Social Model for Canada’s Aboriginal Peoples, Frances Abele

Martin Papillon and Gina Cosentino

Catching Up to Reality: Building the Case for a New Social Model, Jane Jenson
5,000

15,000 25,000 35,000 45,000 55,000 65,000

75,000
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FRESH IDEAS CAMPAIGN
The Fresh Ideas Campaign has been a remarkably successful
initiative. It is providing those who support CPRN’s mission
and research the opportunity to invest in Canada’s future.
Since its launch in 2002, the Fresh Ideas Campaign has raised
over $3.9 million to June 30, 2006. This could not have been
done without the support of engaged individuals, corporations
and foundations who believe that CPRN’s neutral space plays
an important role in protecting the public discourse. To all
our supporters, a big “THANK YOU.”
During 2005-06, CPRN celebrated its 10th anniversary by
bringing the voice of young Canadians into the dialogue on
the kind of Canada they want. The National Dialogue and
Summit for Young Canadians, held in Ottawa in
November 2005, was the culmination of a collaborative project
led by the Public Involvement Network. To demonstrate to
our friends and supporters how CPRN’s deliberative dialogue
process engages participants, a mini-dialogue was led by
Founding President, Judith Maxwell, at a dinner in Toronto,
co-hosted by Charles Coffey, Executive Vice-President,
RBC Financial Group, and The Honourable Margaret Norrie
McCain, Co-chair of CPRN’s Fundraising Committee. A
diverse group of youth and community leaders enjoyed a
preview of the issues to be discussed by the youth participants
at the Summit: learning, work, health and the environment.

“A wonderful night, well conceived,
well implemented.... Probably the best of the best
of the many events I have been privileged
to take part in.”

2006 – CPRN

– Foundation Executive Director
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October 14, 2005

Sharon Manson Singer, President, CPRN (mid-right) thanks
Laura Delaney, Regional Vice-President, Eastern Region, RBC
Financial Group (mid-left) for their support. Accompanying
Dr. Manson Singer are Patrice de Broucker (left) and Richard
Brisbois (right) of the Work Network.
Lead funders for the National Dialogue and Summit for
Young Canadians included:
• Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation
• CIBC
• Canadian War Museum
• Centre of Excellence for Youth Engagement
• Citizenship and Immigration Canada
• Department of Canadian Heritage
• EKOS Research Associates Inc.
• Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation
• Industry Canada
• J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
• Loblaw Companies Ltd.
• Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation
• Social Development Canada
• The Wilson Foundation

Without a Paddle: What to do About Canada’s Young Drop-outs – Provincial/Regional
Statistical Figures and Tables: Supplement, Patrice de Broucker

November 10, 2005

National Dialogue for Young Canadians – Workbook –
Section 1: Background and Section 2: Dialogue Issues, CPRN

Project funding through the Fresh Ideas Campaign also
enabled the Work Network project Achieving Access and
Excellence in Canadian Post-secondary Institutions to explore
aspects such as quality, access, innovation and differentiation
in Canadian post-secondary institutions. The project included
three research papers leading to a synthesis of the results.
A dialogue component saw a cross-section of government,
university and stakeholder groups from across Canada meet
in a roundtable setting to discuss the issues. A final roundtable
was held in June 2006 to review the results of the project
and brainstorm the policy conclusions. Mr. Lynton (Red)
Wilson, Chair of The Wilson Foundation, attended the final
roundtable and had the opportunity to contribute to the
dialogue. CPRN encourages funders to become involved in
any roundtables associated with projects they support.
Buoyed by a challenge grant from The Wilson
Foundation, the following funders contributed to the
Achieving Access and Excellence in Canadian Postsecondary Institutions project:
• First Plazas Inc.
• Fondation Roasters Foundation
• Industry Canada
• McGill University
• McMaster University
• Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
• Ontario Postsecondary Review Secretariat
• Power Corporation of Canada
• Queen’s University
• University of Alberta
• University of Toronto
• William and Mary Turner Foundation
• The Wilson Foundation
• Milton K. Wong

November 16, 2005

Submission to the Commission of Inquiry into the
Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, CPRN

Retiring President, Judith Maxwell (left) welcomes her successor,
Sharon Manson Singer (right) to CPRN. Sharon assumed the position of
President on February 1, 2006.

Contributions are also being sought through the Fresh
Ideas Campaign for research exploring Pathways for Youth to
the Labour Market. This project will result in an action plan
for governments, employers, educators, career planning professionals and others to improve the school-to-work transition and help young Canadians realize their potential. The
goal is to ensure that more young people are able to find
pathways that lead to sustained employment with decent
pay, good working conditions and career potential. Funders
of this project include: Alberta Ministry of Education;
Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities;
RBC Foundation; and the Work and Learning Knowledge
Centre of the Canadian Council on Learning.

November 24-27, 2005
Dialogue and Summit for Young Canadians

December 2, 2005

Making Work Pay, Ron Saunders
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The year 2005-06 saw the end of an era and a new
beginning for CPRN. With the retirement of Founding
President, Judith Maxwell, the reins of leadership were
handed to Sharon Manson Singer. Working with the
Fundraising Committee, the new President is “refreshing”
the Fresh Ideas Campaign, with a focus on stewardship and
friend-raising. The commitment to a smooth transition
resulted in a number of meetings with donors where Sharon
Manson Singer, accompanied by Judith Maxwell, shared her
vision of CPRN heading into the second decade.
Looking forward, the Fresh Ideas Campaign, through the
President’s Innovation Fund, will provide CPRN with the
security that we can respond to emerging innovative policy
issues, as we strive to make Canada a more just, prosperous
and caring society for all citizens.

Members of CPRN’s
Fundraising Committee
The Honourable Margaret Norrie McCain,
Co-chair
Courtney Pratt, Co-chair
Jalynn H. Bennett
J. Timothy Kennish
Arthur Kroeger
Sharon Manson Singer
Janet M. Riopel

2006 – CPRN

Elaine Meller Todres
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December 3, 2005

December 4, 2005

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada, Halifax, NS

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada, Toronto, ON

December 9, 2005

Without a Roadmap: Government Funding and Regulation
of Canada’s Universities and Colleges, Ken Snowdown

FRESH IDEAS CAMPAIGN
Donors and Project Sponsors
Contributions to the Fresh Ideas Campaign surpassed the
$3.9 million mark, thanks to many friends, the staff of
CPRN and the leadership of CPRN’s Board of Directors
and Campaign Committee. This support is enabling CPRN
to continue to be a leader in policy research in Canada,
helping make Canada a more just, prosperous and caring
society for all citizens.
Benefactor ($250,000 – $1,000,000)
BCE Inc.

Patron ($100,000 – $249,999)
The Atkinson Charitable Foundation
Bell Canada
Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation
Canadian Health Services Research Foundation
The Change Foundation
CIBC
The Muttart Foundation
Power Corporation of Canada
RBC Foundation
The Wilson Foundation

Partner ($25,000 – $99,999)
Aga Khan Foundation
Association of Fundraising Professionals
Canadian Cancer Society
COGECO Inc.
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario
Home Depot Canada
The Hospital for Sick Children Foundation
Laidlaw Foundation
The Learning Partnership

National Voluntary Organizations
Ontario Trillium Foundation
Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation
Purpleville Foundation
Scotiabank
TD Bank Financial Group
R. Howard Webster Foundation
Anonymous Donors

Associate ($5,000 – $24,999)
The Bertelsmann Foundation
J.P. Bickell Foundation
BMO Financial Group
Business Development Bank of Canada
Canadian Institute of Planners
Canadian Labour Congress
Canadian Medical Association
Purdy Crawford
EKOS Research Associates Inc.
John R. Evans
Fondation Roasters Foundation
Frosst Health Care Foundation
Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation
Holding O.C.B. Inc.
Loblaw Companies Limited
John McArthur
McGill University
McMaster University
Pamela J. Miles
Neptis Foundation
Nestlé Canada Inc.
Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement System
Queen’s University
SNC-Lavalin Group Inc.
Syncrude Canada Ltd.
Toronto Hydro Corporation
The William and Nancy Turner Foundation

December 10, 2005

December 10, 2005

December 11, 2005

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public
Funds for a Better Canada, Montreal, QC

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada, Edmonton, AB

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada, Vancouver, BC
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University of Alberta
University of Toronto
Milton K. Wong

Contributor ($100 – $999)
Many friends of CPRN have made gifts at the
Contributor level.

Supporter ($1,000 – $4,999)

Board of Directors and Board Associates

2006 – CPRN

Chinook Winds Consulting
Judy Cosco
C. William Daniel
Demos Analytic Group Inc.
John W. Dobson
First Plazas Inc.
Claire Fortier
GPI Atlantic
Le Groupe Canam Manac Inc.
Chaviva Hosek
The Honourable Henry N.R. Jackman
Jane Jenson
Brian M. Levitt
Maclab Enterprises
Margaret and T. Edward Newell
Peter J. Nicholson
Sheila O’Brien
Sandra A. and Joseph L. Rotman
Brad and Tanya Zumwalt
Anonymous Donors
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December 16, 2005
Annual Report 2004-2005 –

Outreach

CPRN acknowledges the leadership of its Board of
Directors and Board Associates who together have contributed over $159,000 to the Campaign.
Jalynn H. Bennett
Gordon Betcherman
Robert D. Brown
Jim Dinning and Evelyn Main
Robert Greenhill
J. Timothy Kennish
Arthur Kroeger
Anthony and Judith Maxwell
Margaret and Wallace McCain Family Foundation
Peter Meekison
Mary Mogford
Courtney Pratt
Allan and Leslie Shaw
Michèle Thibodeau-DeGuire
Edward Waitzer and Smadar Peretz

December 22, 2005

A Healthy Balance: Caregiving Policy in
Canada – Backgrounder, CPRN

December 22, 2005

A Healthy Balance: A Summary Report on a National
Roundtable on Caregiving Policy in Canada, Judi Varga-Toth

WORK NETWORK
Policies and practice regarding workplaces and labour
markets have a large impact on Canadians’ sense of security.
In a world of global competition and frequent advances in
technology, there inevitably will be uncertainty about what
jobs will be like in the future, what skills will be in demand,
and whether people will need or want to change jobs as
labour market conditions change. However, labour market
policies and employer practice can influence the confidence
with which Canadians face this uncertainty. If we have a
good grounding in formal education, if there are learning
opportunities for people to enhance their skills at all ages,
if good quality jobs offering decent pay and working
conditions are plentiful, and if we have effective programs
to support people in transition to employment or from one
job to another, then Canadians can embrace a world of
rapid change with confidence.
Much of the Work Network’s research explores what we can
do to improve policy and practice in order to meet these
conditions. The Network’s goal is to offer policy options
that will help Canadians get jobs with:
• decent pay;
• decent working conditions;
• opportunities for skill development; and
• income security.

• the productivity of our workplaces;
• the competitiveness of our industries; and
• the growth of our economy.
Our research is divided into three themes: Vulnerable
Workers, Job Quality and The Learning and Work Nexus.

Risk and Opportunity: Creating Options for
Vulnerable Workers, Ron Saunders

Vulnerable Workers
This theme explores issues related to insecure workers who
have difficulty obtaining work that provides decent pay and
working conditions that meet societal norms. In previous
years, we published papers on the concept of vulnerability in
the labour market, on the working conditions of non-standard
workers, on the extent of low-wage jobs and the demographics
of low pay, and on policies to make work pay.
In 2005-06, we published New Approaches in Achieving
Compliance with Statutory Employment Standards by Ron

The Network also supports:

January 13, 2006

Ron Saunders, Director

Saunders and Patrice Dutil, Director of Research for the
Institute of Public Administration of Canada (IPAC).
This report received much attention in policy circles, leading
to presentations to deputy ministers of labour in the fall of
2005 and directors of government branches and agencies
administering labour standards legislation in the spring of
2006. Achieving compliance with existing employment
standards laws can play an important role in workers’ sense
of security.

January 13-14, 2006
Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada (National Session)

January 17, 2006

Social Investment: Not a Matter
of Either/Or, Eva Lazar
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“We greatly appreciate the well-grounded and
highly readable CPRN research and policy papers on
low wage work in Canada.”
– Community Worker

in the Task Force on Modernizing Income Security for
Working Age Adults, whose report, Time for a Fair Deal,
was published in May 2006.

Job Quality
High quality jobs offer:

In January 2006, we published a synthesis of our work to
date on vulnerable workers, with policy recommendations
in four areas: directly raising incomes, improving employee
protections and benefits, enhancing skills and ensuring that
everyone has access to basic social supports. A key theme is
the need to help all workers realize their potential to contribute to our economy and society. This will become
increasingly important as labour force growth slows with
the ageing of the baby boom cohort.

“The paper looks fantastic! The approach is so clearly
laid out and well-balanced. The idea of providing
supports on a ‘progressive, universal’ basis is excellent.”

2006 – CPRN

– Federal Agency Manager

We have engaged in extensive outreach activities on our
vulnerable workers project, including a national roundtable involving government officials, employer associations,
labour groups, researchers, and people working on the
front lines with vulnerable workers. Presentations were
made to the Cabinet of Newfoundland and Labrador;
the Commission on Improving Work Opportunities
for Saskatchewan Residents; the Saskatchewan Institute
of Public Policy; an anti-poverty network in Waterloo,
Ontario; the Atlantic Association of Applied Economists;
the Federal Labour Standards Review; and Ministers of
Labour from across the country. CPRN also participated
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• a safe and healthy working environment (and therefore a
form of “security”);
• reasonable workloads;
• opportunities to learn and to use acquired skills;
• frequent communication with staff; and
• engagement of employees in decision-making.
High quality jobs lead not only to job satisfaction, but also
to high productivity. Our special Web site, JobQuality.ca,
has welcomed over half a million “visits” between its launch
in September 2001 and June 2006. The site draws about
15,000 visitors a month.
In 2005-06, we continued to add new data on work-life
balance by province or region in Canada, drawn from
Where to Work in Canada? An Examination of Regional
Differences in Work Life Practices by Linda Duxbury and
Chris Higgins. We also published an interview with
Zabeen Hirji, Senior Vice-President at RBC, on the
company’s strategies for embracing diversity in the
workplace. We are preparing to update the core indicators
on the JobQuality.ca Web site, using data from a recent
survey conducted by Graham Lowe and EKOS Research
Associates Inc.

January 18, 2006

January 26, 2006

February 3, 2006

Youth Do Get the Bug for Democrary,
Mary Pat MacKinnon, Judith Maxwell

NetworkNews, Number 32

Setting Priorities and Getting Direction:
Conference Report, Tom McIntosh, Renée Torgerson

¡

“With the insight and input from you and other
attendees, the event was a tremendous success.
The ideas we received confirmed our belief that
there is widespread concern about the workforce
challenges today and in the future, and a desire for
a coordinated plan to address these challenges.”
– Educational Association President

The Learning and Work Nexus
This theme explores the connections between learning
activities and labour market outcomes. As noted, a strong
foundation in formal education coupled with learning
opportunities for people to enhance their skills at all ages
can help give workers a sense of security in a rapidly
changing labour market. Our work in this area in 2005-06
covered aspects of our three sub-themes: Foundations for

Success; Post-secondary Education – Demand and Supply
Issues; and Adult Learning.

• Under Foundations for Success, the research report, Without
a Paddle: What to do About Canada’s Young Drop-outs, by
Patrice de Broucker, examines the policy implications
for Canada of research done by de Broucker for the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) on the early labour market experience of
young people, by level of educational attainment, in
25 OECD countries.
• In the area of Post-secondary Education, we continued to
address issues of quality and excellence with two reports:
¡

Without a Roadmap: Government Funding and
Regulation of Canada’s Universities and Colleges, by

Innovation and Differentiation in Canada’s Post-secondary
Institutions, by Robert Crocker and Alex Usher, looks at
case studies of innovation in our colleges and universities.

Also, in the spring of 2006, we held a national roundtable
to discuss a draft synthesis report on fostering quality in our
colleges and universities.
• On Adult Learning, the report Too Many Left Behind:
Canada’s Adult Education and Training System, by
Karen Myers and Patrice de Broucker, documents the
availability of formal adult learning opportunities in
Canada and the factors influencing the participation of
less educated/less skilled workers. This report, downloaded
over 65,000 times since its release on June 9, 2006,
pinpoints gaps in our adult learning system and suggests
ways to overcome them.

“I would like to commend you on your effort and
tell you how impressed I was by your document.
I found that it provided me with a lens through
which the light of experience could shine in many
different directions.”
– Executive Director, Educational Association

We also completed the first stage of a project to link
the research of various disciplines on learning issues.

Skills and Knowledge for Canada’s Future: Seven Perspectives
– Towards an Integrated Approach to Human Capital
Development, edited by Ron Saunders, looks at the factors
that affect the acquisition of skills and knowledge and the
relationship between “human capital” and outcomes such
as earnings, civic engagement, and health.

Ken Snowdon, assesses how funding and regulation of
post-secondary institutions over the past 15 years has
affected their ability to deliver a quality learning
experience;
February 8, 2006
Strengthening Canada’s Nursing
Resources Roundtable

February 17, 2006

Meeting the Needs of Children and Adolescents with Special Needs in
Rural and Northern Canada, Judi Varga-Toth
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Ron Saunders – Director, Work Network
Ron Saunders joined the Work Network as Director in
January 2003. Ron is formerly the Assistant Deputy
Minister, Policy, Communications, and Labour
Management Services Division at the Ontario Ministry
of Labour. He has a Ph.D. in Economics from Harvard
University. He taught for some years at the University of
Toronto before joining the Ontario Public Service and
taught at the Queen’s University School of Policy Studies in
2001-02. Ron has worked on a wide range of labour market
issues and has served on committees at the International
Labour Organization and in federal-provincial initiatives.
The Work Network, from left to right, back row: Ron Saunders,
Richard Brisbois. Front row: Heather Fulsom, Trish Adams and
Patrice de Broucker

2006 – CPRN

Finally, we launched a major new program of research on
Pathways for Youth to the Labour Market. This project,
influenced by the findings of Without a Paddle: What to do
About Canada’s Young Drop-outs as well as CPRN’s recent
Youth Dialogue report, Towards an Action Plan for Canada
– Our Vision, Values and Actions, will look at how well our
education and labour market institutions are supporting our
young people’s ability to find jobs that provide a good match
between individual skills, aptitudes and employer needs.
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February 24, 2006

Don’t Panic: A Hitchhiker’s Guide to Chaoulli, Wait Times
and the Politics of Private Insurance, Tom McIntosh

Work Network Staff

Patrice de Broucker, Ph.D., Senior Research Analyst
Richard Brisbois, M.B.A., Researcher
Heather Fulsom, Project Manager
Trish Adams, Administrative Assistant
(Work and Family Networks)
Work Network Research Associates

Linda Duxbury, Ph.D.
Graham Lowe, Ph.D.
Kathryn McMullen

March 17, 2006

Low-paid Workers in Saskatchewan, Ron Saunders

HEALTH NETWORK
Health Security
How secure is Canada’s health care system? On the surface
it gives the appearance of being safe and stable. Certainly
the public continues to support strongly the notion of a
single-payer insurance system that provides access on the
basis of need rather than ability to pay. And the system
continues to provide efficient, effective and high quality
care for the large majority of those who use it. For their
part, the federal, provincial and territorial governments
continue to swear allegiance to the terms and conditions of
the Canada Health Act while making new investments to
reform (rather than dismantle) the existing structures.
Yet there remain significant challenges for the system that
demonstrates a level of insecurity for citizens, governments,
health providers and the system itself.

Wait Times
Wait times for some surgical procedures continue to dominate
much of the policy discourse around health care in Canada
and are a real source of anxiety for governments, health
providers, patients and their families. Although tackling the
wait times issue has proven more difficult than perhaps it was
first thought, there is progress being made as CPRN
reported in the third report from the annual Taming of the
Queue symposium.
Each successive year of the symposium reveals both new
progress on managing wait times and wait lists as well as new
complications and new linkages with other health care
concerns. In light of promises made by the new federal
government, much attention was paid to the notion of
“health care guarantees” as a vehicle to both bolster public
confidence and as a means of providing performance targets
for the system. But here there remain as many questions as

March 24, 2006

Fostering Canadians’ Role in Public Policy: A Strategy for Institutionalizing
Public Involvement in Policy, Lori Turnbull, Peter Aucoin

Tom McIntosh, Director
there are answers. Can you guarantee performance on some
services without compromising other non-guaranteed services?
What recourse will exist if the system can not meet the
guarantee it has set? Will the courts become intimately
involved in health care decision-making? CPRN is about to
launch a new series of papers that will examine the variety
of citizen recourse mechanisms that already exist at the local
and provincial levels to see how they might be expanded.

“The Taming of the Queue not only has the best title
of any report produced, it also provides a clear and
cogent analysis of the issues involved with
waiting times.
– Federal Minister of Health

March 24, 2006

Assessing the Impacts of Public Participation: Concepts, Evidence
and Policy Implications, Julia Abelson, François-Pierre Gauvin
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Public vs Private
For the first time, the Supreme Court of Canada weighed
in on the health care debate in Canada with a controversial
decision regarding the purchase of private insurance
for publicly insured services in the Province of Quebec.
Denounced by critics and hailed by supporters as the
beginning of the end of medicare, the Chaoulli decision
again highlighted one of the key challenges for the security
of Canada’s health care system. What is the role of the
private sector in both the financing and delivery of health
services to Canadians? Although the impact of the decision
to date has been relatively minor, it remains to be seen
whether the universality of the single-payer system will be
undermined in the long-term. In an effort to clarify the
debate around the relative role of the private sector in both
delivering and financing services, CPRN will soon publish
new research that will shed some light on these issues and
which will clarify what is at stake as governments examine
the mix of private and public.

Shortages of health care professionals in many parts of the
country also serve to undermine confidence in the system’s
ability to meet the needs of citizens and, as such, Health
Human Resource (HHR) planning continues to be a key area
of research for CPRN. In the past year, CPRN’s work has
been aimed at ensuring that HHR planning is focused not
just on preserving the system we have but also on laying the
groundwork for the system we want to have in the future.

2006 – CPRN

“I wanted to thank you and commend you on the
excellent reports I’ve recently discovered on
your Web site.
– Graduate Student

Vulnerable Workers

Health Human Resources

• Saskatchewan – The Health Network designed and
executed a unique process of stakeholder consultations for
the Government of Saskatchewan. CPRN engaged
providers, unions, professional associations, regulators and
educators in a dialogue over the priorities and strategies
for the development of that province’s integrated HHR
plan. CPRN will conduct a second set of consultations in
late 2006 in advance of the next step in the process.
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• Nurses – On behalf of the Canadian Nurses Association,
the Network examined the challenges of ensuring greater
mobility for the nursing workforce in Canada as well as
the development of a broader model of accessibility for
health services for Canadians. For too long, the question
of “access” has been limited to a discussion of access to a
health provider or to a particular service. Instead, the model
developed by CPRN attempts to understand access in a
more holistic manner that accounts for the health needs
of individuals and populations and the human and other
resources available to the system.

March 27, 2006

March 28, 2006

Strengthened Democratic Workshop,
CPRN/IDRC

Kids Canada Roundtable

Perhaps the biggest challenge to the health security of
Canadians exists outside of the formal structures of the
health care system. Workers who are unemployed, underemployed or in low-wage positions have inadequate or no
access to the benefit packages that cover the ever-increasing
cost of prescription drugs or other uninsured health services.
The health status of Canada’s Aboriginal peoples, while
improving, remains a source of national shame for so
wealthy and generous a nation. The inability of governments,
policy-makers and policy analysts to shift meaningful
attention and resources to the determinants of health –
in the workplace, in the community and in the environment – is a key reason why some Canadians’ health is far
less secure than others.

March 31, 2006

Towards an Action Plan for Canada: Our Vision, Values
and Actions, CPRN

Building on the Work Network’s groundbreaking analysis of
vulnerable workers in Canada, the Health Network will join
CPRN’s new research initiative that will explore the health
and economic impacts associated with being a vulnerable
worker. How does this kind of work compromise the health
(and health security) of those workers, their families and
their communities? What are the costs to the health care
system of having a large number of citizens in unhealthy
and vulnerable workplace situations?
So while the pillars of the health care system remain strong,
both in terms of the public and political support for the
system and in terms of efficiency, effectiveness and quality
of care it provides, there are points of insecurity that can
not be ignored. The multi-faceted research being undertaken
by the Health Network is aimed squarely at understanding
how the security of the health system and the health security
of Canadians can be improved through effective and
meaningful reform.
Tom McIntosh – Director, Health Network
In September 2004, Tom McIntosh was appointed as the
Director of the Health Network. He is also Associate
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of
Regina, and in the Research Faculty at the Saskatchewan
Population Health and Evaluation Research Unit at the
university. He rejoined the university after working as
Research Coordinator for the Romanow Commission.
Prior to that, Tom was a Research Fellow and Senior Policy
Analyst at the Saskatchewan Institute of Public Policy, a
Senior Policy Consultant for the Saskatchewan Department
of Health, and a Senior Research Associate at the Institute
of Intergovernmental Relations at Queen’s University.
He has a Ph.D. in Political Studies from Queen’s.

April 7, 2006

Demographic Trends and Implications for the
City of Calgary, Merrill Cooper

The Health Network, from left to right: Tom McIntosh, Renée Torgerson,

Patrick Fafard and Vesna Duricic.

Health Network Staff

Renée Torgerson, Ph.D., Researcher
Vesna Duricic, Project Manager
Health Network Research Fellow

Patrick Fafard, Ph.D.

April 7, 2006

Sustainability and Health for the City of Calgary: A Discussion of
Global Health Trends and Local Impacts, Derek Cook
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT NETWORK
Citizen Engagement – Strengthening Security
Open, engaged, informed. This is how you can describe a
population whose government chooses to involve citizens
in its decision-making processes. At a time when security is
top of mind, conjuring images of terrorism and crime, a
government’s deeper engagement with citizens can allay
fears. Citizens worry about a different kind of security too,
one that includes welcoming and responsive neighbourhoods,
quality public education and health, adequate income and
confidence in our system of governance. Citizens who are
involved in decision-making are much more confident when
their government acts. And the government is much more
likely to be able to count on its citizens if its actions reflect
the fundamental values and policy preferences of society.
CPRN’s dialogues lay the groundwork for that to happen –
enlarging the space for citizen engagement and helping to
define the policy space for political and community leaders in
exercising their responsibilities.

Listening to and Learning from Young People
CPRN invested much time and effort in our 10th Anniversary
project – the National Dialogue and Summit for Young
Canadians – bringing together 144 randomly recruited
Canadians, ages 18-25, to talk about what is most important
to them in the Canada they want.

Mary Pat MacKinnon, Director
more about the kind of policies they want. The dialogue
results are helping to guide our research agenda and our
efforts to engage Canada’s youth.

“The proposals articulated by the participants in
each of the five priority areas are interesting, and
over the next several months, we shall assess how
we might benefit from this knowledge, and identify
opportunities for potential collaboration.”

2006 – CPRN

– Provincial Premier

We did so to bring the voices of youth into Canada’s
national conversation about our future together. Our
investment was more than returned through a sharper
understanding of key motivators for greater engagement
in public life – including what needs to change within
our institutions to encourage more active youth citizenship.
We also gained deeper insight into how to better engage
young people in decision-making processes and learned
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April 13, 2006

The Employment Effects of the Minimum Wage:
A Review of the Literature, Olalekan Edagbami

Participants’ Vision for Canada
Their ambitious and compelling vision was informed by
their guiding values which were interwoven throughout
their deliberations: accountability and responsibility, longterm sustainability, equity and efficiency.

April 28, 2006

Strengthening the Federation: Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds
for a Better Canada, Judy Watling, Mary Pat MacKinnon, Judith Nolté

“We see Canada as a dynamic place to live in, full of
activism, participation and inclusion. We want the
government not to be something untouchable, but
rather a community in which we not only hear what
everyone has to say, but we truly listen and care
about issues relevant to our people. We want citizens
to know why they are paying taxes, to understand
how the system works and to have the chance to
have their voices heard in decision-making.”
– Dialogue Participant

We invite you to check out what these youth have to
contribute. Visit our Web site and check out the dialogue
workbooks. Civic teachers tell us that they are great classroom
tools. The dialogue reports are generating a lot of attention
from young people, politicians and senior decision-makers
across the country.

The Public Involvement Network, from left to right, back row:
Sonia Pitre, Judy Watling, Front row: Mary Pat MacKinnon and

Louise Coupal Jauvin.

Creating a Policy Space for Canadians
CPRN’s youth engagement work extended to South America
through its collaboration with a Brazilian youth dialogue
project (funded by the International Development Research
Centre) that culminated in a Canada-Brazil seminar including
young participants from both countries.

“Please know that I appreciate the work that CPRN
has done with young Canadians through the
National Dialogue and Summit … Engaging young
citizens with the policy-making process is essential
to ensuring the vitality of Canada’s
democratic process.”
– Federal Cabinet Minister

May 5, 2006

Two other CPRN dialogues dealt with policy issues that
connect with different aspects of public security: fiscal wellbeing and privacy. In both, attitudes about trust in public
institutions, transparency and accountability influenced the
choices and trade-offs participants were prepared to make.
One dialogue brought together 93 randomly recruited
Canadians to talk about how we share our public funds across
Canada. This work was done for the Council of the Federation
Advisory Panel on Fiscal Imbalance and the dialogue results
were incorporated into the Panel’s report to the Premiers.
Dialogue participants called for a national vision and standards
in core public services to be developed collaboratively by
all levels of government, stakeholders and citizens. They
demonstrated a strong preference for conditional transfers
and direct transfers (with conditions imposed on the

Understanding Canadians’ Attitudes and Expectations: Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information
for Health Research in Canada, Mary Pat MacKinnon, Nandini Saxena, Judy Watling, Don Willison, Marilyn Swinton

May 12, 2006

Making Work Pay: Findings and
Recommendations, Ron Saunders
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“It is important that young Canadians become
engaged in their country, politics and government.
Events such as CPRN’s National Youth Dialogue and
Summit offer important opportunities for young
Canadians to contribute to policy development and
illustrates the importance of politics and government in their daily lives. The results provide useful
insights into the views of young people on a range
of issues of significance to the Government of
Canada and others.”
– Senior Federal Public Servant

recipients), because in their view, these approaches offer
greater assurance of attaining common standards and better
enable the public to hold governments to account in order
to achieve those standards.
The second dialogue involved a partnership between CPRN
and McMaster University for the Canadian Institutes of
Health Research and Health Canada. It engaged about 100
randomly recruited citizens in a deliberation on how to
deal with the tensions between the need for privacy and
the need for effective and efficient health research and to
identify their requirements for giving consent to the use
of their information.

Research to Support Greater Citizen
Engagement
With CPRN’s research showing such benefits, why is citizen
engagement not built into Canada’s policy processes? What
do we need to do to create a “culture of engagement” and
learning among our policy elites – politicians, public servants
and stakeholder groups? CPRN was active on this front,
undertaking or commissioning various papers that address
aspects of these crucial questions.

Assessing the Impacts of Public Participation: Concepts,
Evidence and Policy Implications, by Julia Abelson and
François-Pierre Gauvin, explores what we know about
assessing the impact of citizen engagement on both policy
and on the subsequent political and civic behaviour of the
citizen participants.

Fostering Canadians’ Role in Public Policy: A Strategy for
Institutionalizing Public Involvement in Policy, by Lori
Turnbull and Peter Aucoin, looks at the structural, cultural
and practical barriers to making citizen engagement a
natural and permanent part of our policy processes.

Primer on Public Involvement, prepared for the Health
Council of Canada by François-Pierre Gauvin and Julia
Abelson, in collaboration with CPRN’s Mary Pat
MacKinnon and Judy Watling, explores the role of public
involvement in democratic governance, reviews different
methods and identifies key conditions for successful public
involvement, with particular reference to health policy.

2006 – CPRN

Building on our commitment to continue a youth focus,
CPRN has embarked on a new policy research series to
identify new directions for youth democratic participation.
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May 12, 2006

NetworkNews, Number 33

May 12, 2006

No Security Here: The Last-in, First-out
Labour Market, Judith Maxwell

May 19, 2006

Nursing Skills and Mobility: Facilitating the Transfer and Tracking of Nurses
Across Canada, Renée Torgerson, Arlene Wortsman, Tom McIntosh

Building Capacity for Citizen Engagement
CPRN continued to share what we have learned, from citizens and from other research, to help others in government
and civil society to better understand the importance and
value of involving the public in their decision-making
processes and to strengthen their engagement capacity. A
complete list of presentations can be found on our Web site.
CPRN was part of a collective that launched the first ever
Canadian Conference on Dialogue and Deliberation in
October, bringing together over 300 practitioners, policymakers and academics to work together to advance the field of
public involvement. Building on this highly successful event,
the Canadian Community for Dialogue and Deliberation
is being formally created to provide an ongoing resource for
the expanding community – plans are underway for the
second conference in 2007.

Public Involvement Network Staff

Judy Watling, M.P.A., Assistant Director
Sonia Pitre, Ph.D., Researcher
Louise Coupal Jauvin, Project Manager
Public Involvement Research Associates

Suzanne Taschereau
Miriam Wyman
Sandra Zagon

Mary Pat MacKinnon – Director, Public Involvement

Network

Mary Pat MacKinnon joined CPRN in May 2002. She was
formerly Director of Government Affairs and Policy at the
Canadian Co-operative Association/Credit Union Central
of Canada, where she managed a large portfolio of government affairs and policy research projects. She has also been
Social and Economic Policy Consultant with the Social
Planning Council of Ottawa, Planner at the Department
of Development in the Government of Nova Scotia, and
Research Associate to the Pepin-Robarts Task Force on
National Unity. She has a B.A. and a M.P.A. from Queen’s
University, and has served on a variety of community and
national voluntary organizational boards.

May 19, 2006

Towards a Broader Framework for Understanding Accessibility,
Renée Torgerson, Arlene Wortsman, Tom McIntosh

May 26, 2006

Connecting Young People, Policy and Active
Citizenship, Mary Pat MacKinnon, Judy Watling

May 26, 2006

Lancer sa proper enterprise : les jeunes adultes et
l’esprit d’entreprise, Alain-Désiré Nimubona
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FAMILY NETWORK
There is nothing more basic to Canadians than the security
of their families. At the best of times, families worry about
each other and work hard to ensure the well-being of their
members. We all understand the importance of those early
years, critical to long-term health and success. We see the
growth of our senior population and recognize that some
day we will all need the resources of an equitable society to
support us in our final years. We recognize the growing
challenge for young adults of finding stable, financially adequate employment and we understand the importance of an
inclusiveness that does not abandon the most vulnerable.
The Family Network seeks to identify the best policy mix
for Canadians at every stage of their lives, from infancy to
old age. A mix that will give Canadians the security they
need to raise healthy children, to contribute productively to
our economy, to care for ageing parents and to embrace the
diversity of our neighbourhoods, workplaces and schools.
In 2005-06, the Family Network pursued new and innovative
research on fostering small- and medium-sized community
organizations, the unique role of caregiving in Canada, and
the challenge of meeting the needs of Aboriginal children
and children with special needs. The Family Network also
conducted research on sustainability in Calgary and started
work on a similar project for Vancouver.

2006 – CPRN

Well-being and Social Development
Central to the mission of the Family Network is a commitment to creating knowledge and leading debate on the
well-being of Canadian families and children. Through work
such as The Best Policy Mix for Canada’s Children, and the
Social Architecture Series, the Family Network laid the foundation for policies leading to better child health and well-being
and responding to the needs of societies in transformation.
In 2005-06, we continued to produce important work in
these areas.
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May 26, 2006

Post-secondary Education in Canada: A Vision
from Canadian Youth, Patrice de Broucker

June 2, 2006

David Hay, Director

“I wanted to thank you for your presentation. It was
very informative and I especially liked your talk on
NGO’s and their role in Canadians well-being.”
– University Student

Children
Kids Canada
Our Kids Canada Web site provides information on the
range of programs and benefits for children and families
across Canada. The inventories are a quick guide to the
supports that are available in each jurisdiction. For policy
analysts and journalists, the inventories are a crucial tool for
comparing policy supports and tracking policy changes.

June 9, 2006

Innovation and Differentiation in Canada’s Post-secondary Too Many Left Behind: Canada’s Adult Education and
Institutions, Alex Usher, Robert Crocker
Training System, Karen Myers, Patrice de Broucker

Children and Adolescents with Special Needs in Rural
and Northern Canada
The Centre of Excellence for Children and Adolescents with
Special Needs approached CPRN to assist them in extracting
the policy implications of their research findings over the
first five years of operation and in bringing together a broad
range of stakeholders from across Canada to discuss these
implications. The goal was to develop action and research
priorities to enhance the well-being of children and adolescents
with special needs in rural and northern Canada. The report
provides a summary of the research conclusions, policy
implications and action priorities developed at a national
policy roundtable held in September 2005.

Sustainability
In Demographic Trends and Implications for the City of
Calgary, Merrill Cooper, a Calgary consultant on social issues,
examines demographic developments over the next 30 years
and how they are likely to interrelate and influence change
in five urban systems – social, economic, built environment
and infrastructure, natural environment and governance.
Together, these systems shape the well-being and quality of
life of Calgarians.
In Sustainability and Health for the City of Calgary: A

Discussion of Global Health Trends and Local Impacts,
Derek Cook, a Calgary social planner, argues that health
is “the integrative component linking social, economic and
environmental systems” and that advances in health status
are an essential contributor to sustainability.

Caregiving in Canada
A Healthy Balance: Caregiving Policy in Canada, a background
report, and A Healthy Balance: A Summary Report on a
National Roundtable on Caregiving Policy in Canada, were
prepared by the Family Network in collaboration with
the Healthy Balance Research Program (funded by the

June 9, 2006

Self-assessed Returns to Adult Education: Life-long Learning and the
Educationally Disadvantaged, Karen Myers, John Myles

Canadian Institutes of Health Research and jointly led by
the Atlantic Centre of Excellence for Women’s Health, the
Nova Scotia Advisory Council on the Status of Women,
and the Institute of Population Health at the University of
Ottawa). These two publications summarize the state of
knowledge on caregiving in Canada, place it in an international comparative context and propose key principles for
redistributing responsibility for care, along with proposals
for further research.

Diversity and Citizenship
The immigrants who arrived in Canada during the 1990s
have not had the economic success of their predecessors.
Their incomes have started low but, on average, incomes
for this group have not risen toward the Canadian average
– despite the fact that recent arrivals have the highest
education levels of any previous immigrant cohort.
Projections from Statistics Canada indicate that by 2017
more than one in five Canadians will be racially visible and
that 95 percent of racially visible Canadians will live in
Canada’s 27 largest cities.
It is critical to assess Canada’s progress towards a society
where newcomers and second generation immigrants find
both the hope and the reality of a better life for themselves
and their families. Canadians have an opportunity to work
harder at integrating newcomers into the Canadian social
and economic fabric. It is time to look forward and ask: are
Canada’s social and economic policies ready for 2017?
CPRN has turned its work on diversity issues into a popular
Web site Diversity Gateway. In the summer of 2005, major
additions were launched which included:
• Four new Diversity at a Glance sections that provide
data on language, religion, Aboriginal peoples and young
Canadians.

June 9, 2006
Fostering Quality in Canada’s Post-secondary
Institutions Roundtable
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Governance and Accountability
CPRN’s work on social policy architecture provided an
innovative perspective for thinking about well-being with
the “well-being diamond.” In this model, well-being results
from the contributions and actions of four sets of players:
families, communities, businesses and governments.

The Family Network, from left to right, back row:
David Hay, Judi Varga-Toth, Lynda Becker. Front row:
Trish Adams and Emily Hines.
• Expanding the Gateway to include the first part of a
historical presentation on citizenship policy – “Defining
Canadian Citizenship, 1867-1945.” This new section
focuses on the citizenship experience of Canada’s minority
groups including French Canadians, Women, Immigrants
and Aboriginal Peoples.
• Adding a new section on Young Canadians that includes
essays on the history of the voting age debate and a look
at cities with a high proportion and high population of
young people.
• The Gateway launched a new overview on Statistics
Canada’s projections for the racially visible population
in 2017.

2006 – CPRN

The Diversity Gateway continues to be a useful tool for
researchers, policy-makers, students and citizens alike, with
up to 20,000 monthly page views.
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June 23, 2006

Taming of the Queue III: Wait Time Measurement, Monitoring and Management:
Where the Rubber Meets the Road, Colloquium Report, Tom McIntosh

In this research program, we are exploring the balance of
roles and responsibilities among the four key players to
secure the best results for Canadians. We ask questions such
as: How should these players interact with each other and
with individual Canadians? What are their motivations and
incentives for action? What resources and capabilities do
they have, and need, to play their role effectively? Overall,
“What is the best governance mix for Canadians?”

Strong Communities
Canada’s small- and medium-sized community organizations
(SMOs) are key determinants of the strength of our communities and the quality of our lives. Despite this, we know
less about them and provide much less public support
for them than for their private sector kin, the SMEs
(small- and medium-sized enterprises).
A path-breaking publication from Imagine Canada and
CPRN argues this should change. Building Blocks for Strong
Communities – Key Findings and Recommendations, a
multi-volume study, compares the characteristics, economic
and social contributions, and public policy supports for
businesses and community organizations in Canada and
in an international context. It finds significant gaps in our
knowledge of community organizations and advocates
better supports for them.

June 30, 2006

Skills and Knowledge for Canada’s Future: Seven Perspectives – Towards an
Integrated Approach to Human Capital Development – Overview, Ron Saunders.

David Hay – Director, Family Network
David I. Hay, Ph.D., has been the Director of the Family
Network since July 2004. From 2002 until joining CPRN,
he was Manager of Reports and Analysis for the Canadian
Population Health Initiative at the Canadian Institute
for Health Information, where he was responsible for
coordinating knowledge exchange and public engagement
strategies for CPHI. David has many years of experience
working in the areas of community well-being, social
development, social policy and population health. Particular
areas of expertise include child and family policy, poverty
and inequality, and measurement and evaluation.
Family Network Staff

Judi Varga-Toth, M.A., Assistant Director
Eva Lazar, Ph.D., Senior Researcher
(April 2005 - March 2006)

Emily Hines, M.A., Researcher
Lynda Becker, Project Manager
Trish Adams, Administrative Assistant
(Family and Work Networks)
Senior Research Fellow

Cynthia Williams, M.A.
CPRN Research Associate in Cities and Communities

Neil Bradford, Ph.D.
Research Assistants

Caroline Beauvais
Tatyana Teplova

June 30, 2006

The Effects of Deficits in Health Status in Childhood and Adolescence on Human Capital
Development in Early Adulthood, Cameron Mustard, Emile Tompa, Jacob Etches

June 30, 2006

The Impact of Education on Economic and Social Outcomes: An
Overview of Recent Advances in Economics, W. Craig Riddell
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OUR SUPPORT
Provincial Governments:
Alberta
• Alberta Education
• Alberta Human Resources and Employment

Donations:
• BCE Inc.
• Power Corporation of Canada
• SNC-Lavalin Group Inc.
Members of the Board of Directors, Campaign Committee
and management team Many e-network subscribers and
friends of CPRN.

Project Funding:
Corporations:
• AstraZeneca Canada Inc.
• Bell Canada
• CIBC
• EKOS Research Associates Inc.
• Home Depot Canada
• Loblaw Companies Ltd.

2006 – CPRN

Federal Government Departments,
Agencies and Commissions:
• Canadian War Museum
• Citizenship and Immigration Canada
• Council of the Federation Advisory Panel on Fiscal
Imbalance
• Department of Canadian Heritage
• Health Canada
• Health Council of Canada
• Industry Canada
• International Development Research Centre
• Privy Council Office
• Public Health Agency of Canada
• Social Development Canada
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June 30, 2006

Increasing Adaptive Expertise: The Next Frontier in
Human Capital Development, Jacqueline P. Leighton

June 30, 2006

Ontario
• Ministry of Education
• Ministry of Labour
• Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities
Saskatchewan
• Ministry of Labour
• Saskatchewan Health
Foundations:
• The Bertelsmann Foundation
• Canada Millennium Scholarship Foundation
• Walter and Duncan Gordon Foundation
• Fondation Roasters Foundation
• J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
• Pierre Elliott Trudeau Foundation
• RBC Foundation
• Vancouver Foundation
• The Wilson Foundation
Associations and Other Organizations:
• Canada Council on Learning
• Canadian Labour and Business Centre
• Canadian Labour Congress
• Canadian Medical Association
• Canadian Nurses Association
• Centre of Excellence for Children and Adolescents
with Special Needs
• City of Calgary
• City of Ottawa
• Healthy Balance Research Program
• Imagine Canada
• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
• Social and Enterprise Development Innovations
• University of Alberta
• University of Toronto

Human Capital Development and
Education, Robert Crocker

June 30, 2006

Human Capital Development and the Frontiers of Research in
the Sociology of Education, Stephen Morgan, Mark McKerrow

OUR RECENT PUBLICATIONS
Corporate
Making the Case for Social Inclusion. Sharon Manson Singer.
Commentary, CPRN NetworkNews, Summer 2006. 1 pp.
The Ties that Bind the Young and the Old. Judith Maxwell.
Commentary from the April-May edition of Policy Options.
August 2006. 6 pp.
No Security Here: The Last-in, First-out Labour Market.
Judith Maxwell. Op-ed, The Globe and Mail. April
2006. 3 pp.
Outreach: Reaching Out, Connecting the Dots. Judith
Maxwell. Commentary. January 2006. 9 pp.

Work Network
Vulnerable Workers
How to Help Low-Wage Workers. Ron Saunders.
Commentary. October 2006. 2 pp.
Making Work Pay: Findings and Recommendations from
CPRN’s Vulnerable Workers Series. Ron Saunders. Research
Highlights, Number 6. May 2006. 10 pp.
The Employment Effects of the Minimum Wage: A Review
of the Literature. Olalekan Edagbami. Research Report
W|32. April 2006. 43 pp.
Low-paid Workers in Saskatchewan. Ron Saunders. A Report
to the Commission on Improving Work Opportunities for
Saskatchewan Residents. August 2005. 34 pp.
Risk and Opportunity: Creating Options for Vulnerable
Workers. Ron Saunders. Document No|7, Vulnerable
Workers Series. January 2006. 87 pp.

June 30, 2006

Networking, Clusters and Human Capital
Development, Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay

New Approaches in Achieving Compliance with Statutory
Employment Standards. Ron Saunders and Patrice Dutil.
Document No|6, Vulnerable Workers Series. CPRN/IPAC.
July 2005. 61 pp.
Making Work Pay. Ron Saunders and Patrice Dutil.
Commentary. December 2005. 2 pp.
One Cheer for Labour Day. Ron Saunders. Commentary.
September 2005. 3 pp.

The Learning and Work Nexus

Foundations for Success
The Demographic Crunch: A Win-Win Opportunity.
Ron Saunders. Commentary. October 2006. 2 pp.
Career Development Services for Canadian Youth: Access,
Adequacy and Accountability. Donnalee Bell and Lynne
Bezanson. Document No|1 – Pathways to the Labour
Market Series. CPRN. July 2006. 54 pp.
Skills and Knowledge for Canada’s Future: Seven Perspectives –
Towards an Integrated Approach to Human Capital
Development – Overview. Ron Saunders. June 2006. 20 pp.
The Effects of Deficits in Health Status in Childhood and
Adolescence on Human Capital Development in Early
Adulthood. Cameron Mustard, Emile Tompa and Jacob
Etches. June 2006. 32 pp.
The Impact of Education on Economic and Social Outcomes:
An Overview of Recent Advances in Economics. W. Craig
Riddell. June 2006. 44 pp.
Increasing Adaptive Expertise: The Next Frontier in Human
Capital Development. Jacqueline P. Leighton. June 2006.
46 pp.

June 30, 2006

Human Capital, Civic Engagement and Political Participation: Turning
Skills and Knowledge into Engagement and Action, Brenda O’Neill
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Human Capital Development and Education. Robert Crocker.
June 2006. 46 pp.
Human Capital Development and the Frontiers of Research
in the Sociology of Education. Stephen Morgan and
Mark McKerrow. June 2006. 48 pp.

Too Many Left Behind: Canada’s Adult Education and
Training System. Karen Myers and Patrice de Broucker.
Research Report W|34. June 2006. 109 pp.

Human Capital, Civic Engagement and Political Participation:
Turning Skills and Knowledge into Engagement and Action.
Brenda O’Neill. June 2006. 47 pp.

Self-assessed Returns to Adult Education: Life-long Learning
and the Educationally Disadvantaged. Karen Myers and
John Myles. Research Report W|35. December 2005. 47 pp.

Without a Paddle: What to Do About Canada’s Young
Drop-outs. Patrice de Broucker. Research Report W|29.
October 2005. 38 pp.

Health Network

Post-secondary Education – Demand and Supply Issues
Fostering Quality in Canada’s Post-secondary Institutions. Ron
Saunders. Research Report W|36. September 2006. 66 pp.
Innovation and Differentiation in Canada’s Post-secondary
Institutions. Robert Crocker and Alex Usher. Research
Report W|33. June 2006. 82 pp.
Without a Roadmap: Government Funding and Regulation
of Canada’s Universities and Colleges. Ken Snowdon.
Research Report W|31. December 2005. 106 pp.

2006 – CPRN

Employer Investment in Workplace Learning in Canada.
Mark Goldenberg. A discussion paper prepared by
Canadian Policy Research Networks on behalf of the
Canadian Council on Learning. September 2006. 64 pp.

Networking, Clusters and Human Capital Development.
Diane-Gabrielle Tremblay. June 2006. 46 pp.

Provincial/Regional Statistical Figures and Tables.
Patrice de Broucker. Supplement to: Without a Paddle:
What to Do About Canada’s Young Drop-outs. October 2005.
33 pp.
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Adult Learning

Canadian Health Care Reform and Planning
Towards a Broader Framework for Understanding Accessibility
in Canadian Health Care. Renée Torgerson, Arlene Wortsman,
and Tom McIntosh. Prepared for the Canadian Nurses
Association. Research Report H|09. May 2006. 51 pp.
Nursing Skills and Mobility: Facilitating the Transfer and
Tracking of Nurses Across Canada. Renée Torgerson, Arlene
Wortsman, and Tom McIntosh. Prepared for the Canadian
Nurses Association. Research Report H|10. May 2006. 43 pp.

Wait List Management
The Taming of the Queue III – Wait Time Measurement,
Monitoring and Management: Where the Rubber Meets the
Road. Tom McIntosh and Renée Torgerson. Conference
Report. March 2006. 45 pp.

Don’t Panic: A Hitchhiker’s Guide to Chaoulli, Wait Times
and the Politics of Private Insurance. Tom McIntosh.
Commentary. February 2006. 12 pp.
No Big Bang, But Wait Times Are Improving. Tom
McIntosh. Commentary. September 2005. 3 pp.

Health Human Resource Planning
Setting Priorities and Getting Direction: Conference Report.
Consultation Conference on Health Human Resource Planning.
Tom McIntosh and Renée Torgerson. Research Report
H|08. February 2006. 59 pp.

Public Involvement Network
Building Capacity for Public Involvement

Dialogue and Deliberation Learning Events
Trends in Public Consultation in Canada. Prepared for
the Parliamentary Centre’s Canada-China Legislative
Cooperative Project. A collaborative effort between CPRN
and Ascentum Inc. May 2005. 28 pp.

Citizens’ Dialogues

Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing Public Funds for a Better Canada
Strengthening the Federation: Citizens’ Dialogue on Sharing
Public Funds for a Better Canada. Judy Watling, Judith Nolté
and Mary Pat MacKinnon. Research Report P|08. March
2006. 55 pp.

CPRN’s 10th Anniversary Signature Project: Engaging Young
Canadians in What Matters to Them
Connecting Young People, Policy and Active Citizenship.
Mary Pat MacKinnon and Judy Watling. Research Report,
National Dialogue and Summit, Engaging Young
Canadians. May 2006. 66 pp.
Post-secondary Education in Canada: A Vision from
Canadian Youth. Patrice de Broucker. Companion Research
Report, National Dialogue and Summit, Engaging Young
Canadians. May 2006. 40 pp.
Lancer sa propre entreprise : les jeunes adultes et l’esprit
d’entreprise. Alain-Désiré Nimubona. Companion Research
Report, National Dialogue and Summit, Engaging Young
Canadians. May 2006. 36 pp.
Towards an Action Plan for Canada: Our Vision, Values and
Actions. Summary Report of a 3 1/2 day National Dialogue
and Summit held in November 2005. March 2006. 39 pp.
Youth Do Get the Bug for Democracy. Mary Pat MacKinnon
and Judith Maxwell. Commentary. January 2006. 3 pp.
National Dialogue for Young Canadians – Workbook –
Section 1: Background. November 2005. 46 pp.
National Dialogue for Young Canadians – Workbook –
Section 2: Dialogue Issues. November 2005. 40 pp.

Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal Information

Research on Public Involvement Issues and Themes

Understanding Canadians’ Attitudes and Expectations:
Citizens’ Dialogue on Privacy and the Use of Personal
Information for Health Research in Canada. Nandini Saxena,
Mary Pat MacKinnon, Judy Watling, Don Willison and
Marilyn Swinton. Research Report P|09. March 2006. 42 pp.

Citizens: An Underused and Undervalued Asset in the Pursuit
of Improved Health Care and Delivery. Mary Pat MacKinnon.
Commentary published in the New Brunswick Healthcare
Association, May 2006 edition of Health Matters. 2 pp.

Democratic Engagement
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Primer on Public Involvement. François-Pierre Gauvin and
Julia Abelson, in collaboration with Mary Pat MacKinnon
and Judy Watling. Document prepared for the Health
Council of Canada. July 2006. 38 pp.
Assessing the Impacts of Public Participation: Concepts,
Evidence and Policy Implications. Julia Abelson and
François-Pierre Gauvin. CPRN Research Report P|06.
March 2006. 52 pp.

Evaluation

Cities and Communities
Social Sustainability in Vancouver. Merrill Cooper.
Research Report F|62. September 2006. 96 pp.
Building Blocks for Strong Communities – Key Findings
and Recommendations. Mark Goldenberg. Research Report
F|58. March 2006. 53 pp.

Family Network

Building Blocks for Strong Communities – A Profile
of Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises in Canada.
Mark Goldenberg. Research Report F|59. March 2006. 67 pp.

Children and Families

2006 – CPRN

A Healthy Balance: Caregiving in Canada – Backgrounder.
CPRN. December 2005. 22 pp.

Fostering Canadians’ Role in Public Policy: A Strategy for
Institutionalizing Public Involvement in Policy. Lori Turnbull
and Peter Aucoin. Research Report P|07. March 2006. 53 pp.

The Best Policy Mix for Canadians
Frontline Health Care in Canada: Innovations in
Delivering Services to Vulnerable Populations. David Hay,
Judi Varga-Toth and Emily Hines. Research Report F|63.
September 2006. 106 pp.

Building Blocks for Strong Communities – A Profile of
Small-and Medium-Sized Organizations in Canada. Glenn
Gumulka, Stephen Hay and David Lasby. Research Report
F|60. March 2006. 95 pp.

Frontline Health Care in Canada: Innovations in
Delivering Services to Vulnerable Populations. CPRN.
Research Highlights, Number 7. September 2006. 16 pp.

Building Blocks for Strong Communities – Results of Key
Informant Interviews. Susan Carter. Research Report F|61.
March 2006. 23 pp.

Labour pains: stunning silence around issue of birth rates in
Canada. It stands in stark contrast to the forward-thinking
approaches of most other industrialised nations with low
birth rates. Judi Varga-Toth and Sharon Mason Singer.
Op-ed for The Hill Times. September 2006. 2 pp.

Demographic Trends and Implications for the City of Calgary.
Merrill Cooper. Research Report F|55. April 2006. 68 pp.

Meeting the Needs of Children and Adolescents with Special
Needs in Rural and Northern Canada. Judi Varga-Toth.
Summary Report of a roundtable for Canadian policymakers co-hosted by CPRN and CECASN. Research
Report F|54. February 2006. 42 pp.
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A Healthy Balance: A Summary Report on a National
Roundtable on Caregiving Policy in Canada. Judi Varga-Toth.
Research Report F|53. December 2005. 33 pp.

Sustainability and Health for the City of Calgary: A
Discussion of Global Health Trends and Local Impacts.
Derek Cook. Research Report F|56. April 2006. 50 pp.

Governance and Social Policy
Assessing the CAPC/CPNP Joint Management Infrastructure
as a Model for FPT Collaboration: Looking Back and Moving
Forward, David Hay, Brian Bell, Judi Varga-Toth and
Tatyana Teplova. Research Report F|52. October 2005. 91 pp.

SUMMARIZED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Auditors' Report on Summarized Financial Statements
To the Members of
Canadian Policy Research Networks Inc.

The accompanying summarized statements of operations, cash flows and financial position are derived from the complete
financial statements of Canadian Policy Research Networks Inc. as at June 30, 2006 and for the year then ended, on
which we expressed an opinion without reservation in our report dated August 18, 2006. The fair summarization
of the complete financial statements is the responsibility of the Corporation’s management. Our responsibility, in accordance with the applicable Assurance Guideline of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, is to report on the
summarized financial statements.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements fairly summarize, in all material respects, the related
complete financial statements in accordance with the criteria described in the Guideline referred to above.
These summarized financial statements do not contain all the disclosure required by Canadian generally accepted
accounting principles. Readers are cautioned that these statements may not be appropriate for their purposes. For more
information on the Corporation’s financial position, results of operations and cash flows, reference should be made to
the related complete financial statements.*

Chartered Accountants
Ottawa, Canada
August 18, 2006

* Note: A complete set of financial statements will be forwarded to any reader on request to CPRN.
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Canadian Policy Research Networks Inc.
Summarized Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2006

2006

2005

$

$

451,670
2,774,680
302,822
25,307
3,554,479
1,924,365
71,842
5,550,686

160,793
390,103
33,635
584,531
3,533,172
104,858
4,222,561

172,891
144,511
317,402
4,946,650
5,264,052

195,672
1,638,778
1,834,450
2,101,477
3,935,927

71,842
214,792
286,634
5,550,686

104,858
181,776
286,634
4,222,561

ASSETS
Current assets
Cash
Short-term investments
Grants and other amounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Marketable securities
Capital assets

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Current portion of deferred contributions
Deferred contributions

NET ASSETS
Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted

On behalf of the Board,
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Director

Canadian Policy Research Networks Inc.
Summarized Statement of Operations
Year ended June 30, 2006

2006

2005

$

$

1,960,139
212,241
203,719
41,260
484,146
30,609
2,932,114

1,898,640
218,670
197,887
45,048
314,616
21,942
2,696,803

291,636
2,663,820
72,503
1,064,092
43,131
158,451
124,344
4,417,977

284,264
2,441,305

(1,485,863)
1,485,863
–

(1,141,640)
1,141,640
–

Revenue
Project grants
President’s Innovation Fund and other donations
Investment income
Fees
Salary in kind
Other

Expenses
Office services
Salaries and benefits
Presidential transition
Research and networking
Contract and professional services
Publications and memberships
Operational

Deficiency of revenue over expenditures
before long-term unrestricted grant funding
Long-term unrestricted grant funding
Excess of revenue over expenditures

683,378
32,953
118,005
278,538
3,838,443
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Canadian Policy Research Networks Inc.
Summarized Statement of Cash Flows
Year ended June 30, 2006

2006

2005

$

$

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Non-cash items
Amortization of capital assets
Amortization of bond discounts and premiums
Loss on disposal of capital assets
Changes in working capital items
Short-term investments
Grants and other amounts receivable
Prepaid expenses
Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Deferred contributions
Cash flows from operating activities
Cash flows from investing activities
Net increase (decrease) in cash
Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year
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48,992
9,981

(2,774,680)
87,281
8,328
(22,781)
1,350,906
(1,291,973)
1,582,850
290,877
160,793
451,670

215,207
(23,820)
1,195

156,462
(3,890)
16,035
(1,229,111)
(867,922)
610,368
(257,554)
418,347
160,793
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